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Release Overview
BirdDogHR is excited to announce the 2019.6 Release for our customers. To aid with
communicating updates on multiple modules, all enhancements and updates for the entire
BirdDogHR Talent Management System are contained in this document. If you are interested in
extending your license to include additional modules, please reach out to your BirdDogHR
Customer Success Manager for more information.
This release provides new features, enhancements to existing functionality, as well as
resolutions to known issues intended to improve the usability, scalability, and performance of
the BirdDogHR Talent Management System. This document will describe the software updates
and provide details to help you get started with these enhancements.
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Enhancements
Onboarding
This release includes the following enhancement to the Onboarding module:

Custom New Hire Completion Message
A new Completion Message area was added to the New Hire Experience tab of the Onboarding
Administration area. Administrators can add a customized message to display for the New Hire
on the last page of the New Hire Paperwork, indicating successful completion of BirdDogHR
onboarding.
The custom message can be up to 255 characters and will appear under on the “Complete” step
of the onboarding process under the checkmark icon. This message can include instructions for
next steps, reminders for the New Hire’s first day, or any other information the HR team would
like to communicate at the end of the BirdDogHR onboarding process.
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Performance
This release includes the following enhancement to the Performance module:

Schedule Evaluations by Anniversary Date
A new date option has been added to the evaluation scheduling process. The addition of the
Anniversary Date as a scheduling option will allow companies, departments, or managers to
choose the evaluation cadence.

When this option is selected, an evaluation will be scheduled out for an employee on the
anniversary of their hire date. For example, if an employee has a hire date of 5/2/2016; their
anniversary date will be the next occurrence of May 2nd. This option will not provide any
automatic recurrences of an evaluation; those options will still have to be selected with the
evaluation schedule.
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Additional Enhancements
This release also includes the following minor enhancements:
Enhancement

Description

My Account Information
Redesign in Talent

The My Account Information page in Talent modules has
been redesigned to offer a better user experience.

Tool Tips on New Hire
Experience Tab

The tool tips on the New Hire Experience tab of the
Onboarding administration area have been enhanced to
include size parameters.
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Supported Browsers
The BirdDogHR Talent Management System is designed to provide browser-neutral service
delivery. It is recommended that you use modern browsers, as we make every attempt to
support the latest versions of the following browsers.
Browser

Version

Microsoft Internet Explorer (not compatibility mode)

11

Microsoft Edge

Latest*

Mozilla Firefox

Latest*

Google Chrome

Latest*

Apple Safari

Latest*

* Browser updates occur on a schedule outside of our release process and we cannot control
issues as a result of a recent browser update. Our overall strategy is to maintain active browser
support based on demand. Regardless of formal browser support, we will always troubleshoot
and correct issues impacting users to the best of our ability within reasonable means.

Mobile Device Support
BirdDogHR views mobile device support as a critical capacity for our customers and we
continue to add functionality to enhance the user experience on mobile devices. However, with
many different devices and device specific software, it is impossible for BirdDogHR to test
against every possible combination. With any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
our support team.
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Technical Support
For technical assistance for any of our modules, contact support staff at:
•
•
•

Phone: 1-877-252-2168
Web: http://support.birddoghr.com
Email: customercare@birddoghr.com

Copyright Information
Copyright © 2019 BirdDogHR. All rights reserved.
This material is proprietary to BirdDogHR. It contains confidential information owned by
BirdDogHR and furnished pursuant to contacts between BirdDogHR and its customers. This
material may not be used, reproduced, copied, disclosed, or transmitted, in whole or in part,
beyond the terms of the customer’s contract without the express written consent of BirdDogHR.
BirdDogHR™ and its respective tag lines, logos and marks are trademarks owned by
BirdDogHR, registered in multiple jurisdictions. All other trademarks are owned by their
respective owners.

BirdDogHR
4453 NW Urbandale Drive
Des Moines, IA 50322
U.S.A.
Phone: 1-877-252-2168
Email: customercare@birddoghr.com
Website: www.birddoghr.com
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